
Tablet Buying Guide



The good: The iPad Mini’s ultrathin and light design is far 
more intimate and booklike than the larger iPad, and its camer-
as, storage capacities, optional LTE antenna, and general func-
tionality offer a full iPad experience. The screen’s dimensions 
elegantly display larger-format magazines and apps.

The bad: The iPad Mini costs too much, especially considering 
the lower resolution of its 7.9-inch non-Retina Display. The A5 
processor isn’t as robust as the one in the fourth-gen iPad and 
iPhone 5. Typing on the smaller screen is not quite as comfy.

The bottom line: If you want the full, polished Apple tablet 
experience in a smaller package, the iPad Mini is worth the pre-
mium price. Otherwise, good alternatives are available for less 
money.

Apple iPad Mini

The good: The Nexus 7’s razor-sharp full-HD screen, silky 
smooth performance, long battery life, meager weight, and af-
fordable price make it the best tablet value on the market.

The bad: The back is missing the soft grippy texture of the 
original, screen colors lack accuracy, and there’s no microSD 
support. Android 4.3 has few useful interface improvements.

The bottom line: Thanks to its stellar performance and af-
fordable price, the Nexus 7 is the Android tablet to get.

Google Nexus 7

Kindle Fire HD

The good: The Kindle Fire HD 8.9 has zippier navigation than its 7-inch 
counterpart, a beautiful high-definition screen, incredibly fast 4G LTE 
speeds, seamless streaming performance, and access to one of the best 
media eco systems available. The new Fire HD interface feels better suited 
on the 8.9-inch screen.

The bad: Web performance is lacking compared with that of other tab-
lets. Its physical design is fairly plain with buttons that are too flush with its 
chassis. The curated Appstore means many games and non-entertainment 
quality apps are not available. There’s a $15 opt-out for ads.

The bottom line: If you’re looking for a pure media consumption ex-
perience, the Kindle Fire HD 8.9 delivers better than any tablet before it. 
People looking for something more utilitarian, however, will want to look 
elsewhere.



The good: The Samsung Galaxy Tab 3’s light, comfortable 
design, myriad useful features, and bright colorful screen makes 
the 8-incher one of the best small tablets on the market.

The bad: A price of $300 is a lot for any small tablet, and some 
features like Smart Stay and Watch On’s search don’t work as 
well as intended.

The bottom line: It costs a bit more than we’d like, but the 
Galaxy Tab 3 is Samsung’s best non-Note tablet yet.

Samsung Galaxy Tablet

Choosing the right tablet for your child can be a challenge.  A 
few tips to remember might help make the process a little easier.

1) High price DOES NOT equal THE BEST product.  Purchase 
the tablet that best meets your child’s educational needs.

2) iDevice vs Android - One is no better than the other.  Each 
has it’s unique advantages and disadvantages.  Do some research, 
it will pay off.

3) Buy for the future - This is a large investment,  so plan on the 
device being used beyond this school year.

Barnes & Noble Nook HD

The good: The Barnes & Noble Nook HD+ starts at only $149, and has a 
sharp screen, good performance, and a microSD slot. It’s also lightweight 
and comfortable, and implements magazines and catalogs better than any 
other tablet.

The bad: There are no cameras, the screen is susceptible to fingerprints, 
and the OS can feel sluggish at times.

The bottom line: The Nook HD+ is a low-price, quality entry point into 
the world of tablets, especially now that it has full Google Play support.

For these and other tablet reviews, visit CNET Central on the web 
at http://reviews.cnet.com/tablet-reviews/


